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The travel blog of Gary Arndt's journey to travel around the world.

Plot[ edit ] Eighteen-year-old Maddy is being treated for SCID , an immune disorder that prevents her from
leaving her home and interacting with others. Her mother, Pauline Whittier, takes care of her with the help of
her nurse Carla, who has taken care of Madeline for 15 years. Maddy yearns to see the world, particularly the
ocean. They share a look as Maddy watches through the window. Later that night, while Pauline and Maddy
are watching a movie, the boy and his sister appear on their doorstep, offering a bundt cake. Pauline politely
rejects it, and as she is about to close the door, the boy asks where her daughter is. Pauline lies and tells him
Maddy is not home. It is also revealed that the father of the boy is violent and their relationship is strained.
Later, the boy writes his number on his window for Maddy and soon they begin communicating through text.
He introduces himself as Olly, and they text for a while, getting to know each other and eventually growing
very fond of each other. Knowing her mother would not approve, Maddy convinces Carla to secretly let Olly
visit her inside the house, though Carla makes them promise to stay on different sides of the room from each
other. She later invites Olly over for the Fourth of July, since her mother is working that day. Maddy and Olly
share a passionate kiss as fireworks go off outside. The next day, Maddy notices Olly fighting with his father
outside. When his father shoves him to the ground, Maddy, to the shock of her mother, rushes outside to
comfort Olly. Her mother rushes her back inside. Maddy briefly falls ill from the minute she spent outside.
Pauline deduces that Maddy and Olly have been seeing each other, and forbids their relationship. She later
fires Carla for betraying her trust. Maddy decides that it is time to take matters into her own hands. With a
credit card she had previously opened online, Maddy buys two plane tickets to Hawaii, and convinces Olly to
travel there with her. In Hawaii, they share a romantic and life-changing experience together. During the trip,
Maddy passes out and Olly rushes her to the hospital. She wakes up back in her bed at home. She breaks off
contact with Olly due to the fact that she does not want to make another mistake over love again, and is
therefore unable to say goodbye when his mother finally decides to leave his father. Olly, his mother, and
sister leave back to New York, where they are from. A doctor from the hospital in Hawaii calls Maddy to give
her an update, and tells Maddy that she does not have something as severe as SCID. She realizes that her
mother has been lying to her for her whole life , and runs away from home. Maddy stays with Carla and Rosa.
A doctor confirms that she has never had SCID, just an underdeveloped immune system from under-exposure
due to living in filtered air her whole life. Later she reunites with Olly in New York where they restart their
romance it is also implies that she and her mother begin to fix their relationship.
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On the same day the company confirmed that "roaming across both networks [would be] due later in that year,
at no additional cost to the customer" and further emphasised the separation of the brands at that present
moment in time, saying that each brand would maintain "its own shops, marketing campaigns, propositions
and service centres". Alexander had joined Orange in and had led the company since its formation on 1 July
Alexander said that he would remain with the company throughout the remainder of and continue to advise
Swantee in his new role. On 2 November Everything Everywhere announced plans to cut a further back office
staff, with its sites in Bristol, Darlington, Hatfield, and Paddington affected. The company also announced that
they would be using two 4G mobile broadband devices manufactured by Huawei - the E Mobile Wi-Fi device
and E mobile broadband dongle. It was also confirmed that all ex-Orange and ex-T-Mobile shops would be
re-branded EE overnight, but that mobile products would continue to be sold under those brands inside the
stores. The phase out was completed in March , with new connections and upgrades only available on EE
branded services. It will serve customers with mobile services, broadband and TV, and also continue to deliver
the Emergency Services Network contract which was awarded to EE in late It also has around retail outlets
across the country. In order to achieve this, EE will build more than new sites. Its 4G network was switched
on today in Shetland and the Isles of Scilly , enabled by the fibre broadband links deployed by BT. Its 4G
network at launch was only used for data connections, with customers moving to 3G while on a call, however
EE are now rolling out 4G Calling VoLTE across the UK to allow both voice and data over 4G as well as
allowing customers to make calls in new areas of the network that are 4G-only. The data upload speeds will
also be doubled from the current maximum of 50Mbps to up to Mbps on more than sites across the UK. This
involved upgrading more than 4, existing sites to provide 4G, and the construction of new sites which are
spread across Northern England , North Wales and Scotland and is in the process of building a further new
sites to continue filling in mobile not-spots. Many of these new sites are in areas that have previously had no
coverage from any operator and have already carried more than emergency calls where people would have
previously been unable to call for help. It also lays the foundation for its 5G network that will be launched in
where it will be built on top of the upgraded sites. The joint venture was designed to be a "single point of
contact" for all those involved in increasing the adoption of using NFC for mobile payments in the UK. It is
available at no extra cost to new and existing customers and is part of its strategy to "keep customers
connected by bringing together the best of mobile and broadband through first-of-their-kind converged
services across the UK". It supports up to 5 other connected devices and will need to be internet connected via
Wi-Fi or mobile, with the primary device being connected to the EE network for the service to work. Calls can
be made on multiple devices at the same time, or handed off between devices. It is available initially on Apple
devices, with Android devices coming at a later date. Customers will need to be on a EE pay monthly plan on
their smartphone with minimum iOS The six new stores were described as "concession-within-stores". This
meant that a selection of Orange propositions would be sold and promoted in the three T-Mobile stores being
opened and that a range of T-Mobile propositions would be merchandised in the three Orange stores. They
were described as concessions as the host brand would take the overall lead. The first store launch was in
Altrincham on 18 February , a little over a week after the initial announcement on 10 February Everything
Everywhere made a concerted effort to launch stores in "white-spot areas", or stores where they had little or no
existing footprint from Orange or T-Mobile. Its total number of franchise outlets will grow from the current 25
to by the end of the year which includes the transfer of 45 directly managed stores to franchise partners. The
move sees its total number of retail stores reduce from to including franchise outlets. The deal safeguards jobs
and the stores will be rebranded to EE, with plans to open most by next week. It is also launching a variety of
new store formats:
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But God forbid that such a statement should have come from an Imaam. On that day a special celebration used
to be held in the royal palace. They even taught them to hit their heads with sharp objects. Until very recently,
the British embassies in both Tehran and Baghdad used to finance the demonstrations for Al-Hussain. This
demonstration portrayed an ugly image in the streets and neighborhoods. The purpose behind the British
colonial policies in their support for this ugly tradition, which has been grossly exploited by them, was to
provide an acceptable justification to the British people to counteract the opposition by some independent
newspapers and by some countries against the British occupation of India. The people of these countries were
made to appear as savages who needed a civilizing force like the British to teach them human values and
liberate them from ignorance and savagery. The policy makers of the colonial powers used to use these
pictures to justify the colonization of these countries under the pretext of wanting to educate the people of
these countries and bring them toward civilization and progress, as dictated by their feelings of moral
obligation towards their fellow human beings. It is said that once Yasin Al-Hashmi, the Prime Minister of Iraq
during the British occupation of that country, visited London to negotiate with the British to end their
occupation of his country. The British said to him: The British politely apologized to him and respectfully
asked him to see a documentary film about Iraq. The film was full of horrible and sickening scenes which
included striking the bodies with chains. The British, by showing that film to the Prime Minister were asking
him whether a cultured nation even with degree of civilization would do this to itself This article is taken from
a scholar of Iran Imam Dr. Here I want to mention something amusing, yet full of wisdom and bright ideas.
Then a demonstration of those who strike their heads with Swords and Causes blood to gush out of their heads
as a sign of grief and mourning for the death of Al-Hussain entered in great numbers to the grave site of AlHussain. Then another large group of people who were hitting their backs with chains until they bled, That is
when the old man, an independent scholar asked me "what is the matter with these people who have inflicted
this disaster and pain on themselves? Then he asked again: Then he asked me again: Then he took a deep
breath and said in a forceful way with pain and sadness: Abu-Al-Hassan had the same view as Al-Amin, and
he declared his full support for him and his ruling concerning that issue. The stand taken by our grandfather
gave great strength to the reform movement of Al-Amin. Even though many of the Fuqaha and Mujtahedeen
opposed Abu-Al-Hassan was able to defeat all who opposed him due to his great status and perseverance.
However, these practices did not completely vanish and weak traces of them remained until the death of our
grandfather in the year A. As I am writing these lines, the cities of Iran, Pakistan, India and Lebanon
unfortunately witness on the tenth of Muharram every year a processing of people marching in their streets in
the image we drew. Before the end of that day, many picture of that human savagery and terrifying foolishness
are shown on the T. Therefore, We must enrich ourselves in memory of Al-Hussain rather than destroying
ourselves. We must do this if we truly among the supporters of Al-Hussain and those who Love him.
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Selecting names which have already been used Take the time and do a Google search before you select a
name. Even if the domain name is available, some variant or offshoot of the name might have already been
used. The last thing you want is to select a name which someone else is already using. Not only are there
potential legal implications, but it will just make you look bad. It is a horrible way to start a travel blog.
Coming up with a name will take some time, but time spent thinking at the start of your blog will save you
10x as much time later on if you find yourself having to change your name. You can check to see if your
domain name is already taken with this tool: We had to buy all the hardware and keep it up to date. We also
had to do all the maintenance, and hiring people to do that was even more expensive. Thankfully, there are
plenty of options available for hosting your travel blog. Everything you need to do to host your site can be
done online without the dirty work of managing the actual computer. Servers today are hosting in server
farms, which are just giant warehouses filled with computers in racks. I recommend using BlueHost to start
your travel blog. For new travel bloggers, this will more than meet your needs in an affordable way. The vast
majority of travel bloggers will never need to move beyond this service. Here is what you do to get set up your
travel blog: Click on the image below and click on the green button Click on the Green Button to start your
travel blog Step 2: Select a hosting plan Select the hosting plan Step 3: Select a domain name for your travel
blog Step 4: Create your account and select options Create your account and select options 3 Install and
Configure WordPress You are going to want to use WordPress to host your travel blog. Almost every single
person I know who has started a travel blog on another platform has eventually moved to WordPress.
Moreover, you want to have a self-hosted instance of WordPress, not a site on WordPress. The software is
totally free and almost every web host is set up to host WordPress. You will have to pay for hosting of course,
but the software itself has no cost. Automattic is the company which releases WordPress updates, but the
source code can be tinkered with by anyone. That means there is an enormous community of people around
the world with expertise on the platform. If you talk to other bloggers for advice, they will almost all be on
WordPress, and that is where their knowledge will like. Moreover, Google just announced they will be helping
develop WordPress in the future because so many sites use it, they want to help make sure that it is the best it
can be. Thousands of Free Plugins and Themes. WordPress allows you to customize and add functionality
through themes and plugins. There are literally thousands of free themes available. Below I have a list of my
favorite WordPress plugins which I use. There are of course many other plugins available which you can try
when you start your travel blog. Moving a WordPress site is pretty easy and almost every hosting company
can help you with your move. Some of the largest sites on the Internet use WordPress. Assuming your site is
configured correctly and you have a good web server, WordPress can handle as much traffic as you can throw
at it. I should note the difference between WordPress. There are only certain plugins which can be installed,
and certain themes which can be used. Also, they have a right to use anything you post on the site and they can
terminate your account at any time, leaving you high and dry. To truly exploit the freedom and flexibility you
get from WordPress, you have to host it on your own. This will usually involve installing plugins to give your
site extra functionality. There are literally thousands of plugins available. Most of them are free, some of them
have an upfront cost, and some have an annual subscription. There are some plugins which are used by a large
number of travel bloggers. Most of them are general to all bloggers, but some of them are unique to travel
blogging. As I mentioned above, there are literally thousands of plugins available and you might need
something different to meet your needs. Akismet Anti-Spam This is probably the most installed plugin in the
world. It blocks spam comments on your website. Since I launched my travel blog it has blocked over 2,, spam
comments for me! There is no cost to use the plugin, but you will need to apply for an API key to get it to run
on your site. WordFence Hands down the best security plugin for WordPress. They keep data from across the
internet looking for attacks on WordPress sites. They block known IP addresses which malicious and provide
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a host of other security services. There is both a free and premium option available. I pay for the premium
service because security is that important to me. Social Warfare This has quickly become the social sharing
plugin of choice for most travel bloggers. The share count and social media buttons you see floating at the top
of this page are from Social Warfare. They also offer a free and premium product. It provides guidelines for
each post to help you rank on Google. They offer both a free and paid version of the product. I use the paid
version. Interactive World Maps I use this plugin everywhere on my site. If you look at the front page of my
blog, the map of my travels was created with this plugin. It uses a Google library of vector-based maps to
create maps for every country and the world. I actually have many more plugins installed, but they are all of a
technical nature. These plugins should be good enough to get you started. I am a big believer in hosting your
images separately from your web server. The default setup in WordPress is for you to upload your images to
your web server and for that one computer to serve up everything. I have found significant benefits in hosting
all your images on an image hosting service. This completely separates the serving of web pages and images.
The advantages of doing this are several fold: It reduces storage and bandwidth on your main server. Every
web hosting plan, no matter what they say, has limits. Images will take up the majority of your storage space
and subsequently, bandwidth, because images are significantly larger than text. By moving your images to a
dedicated image hosting service, you dramatically cut down on your storage and bandwidth requirements. I
have over 50, images on my photo site and I would have to pay dearly to put them all on my web server. You
get a nice portfolio site for your photos. By using a photo hosting service, you can have a site for your photos
totally separate from your travel blog. You can still use your domain name and have Google Analytic track
your traffic. To give you an idea, you can check out my portfolio site for my travel photos. It reduces server
load. A given webpage might have 10 images or more for every page which is served up when you include
icons and other logos. By removing all of that to another service, you can let your web server focus on the
thing it needs to do, serving up your web pages. For a monthly price lower than actually signing up for CDN,
and much easier to manage, you can have most of the content on your travel blog hosted on a CDN, which is a
great way to display your images to boot. In addition to the unlimited bandwidth and storage of Smugmug , it
can also serve up images of exactly the size you want. If you want an image which is exactly pixels wide, you
can do that! To top it all off, you can sell prints and other photo products directly on Smugmug. They handle
all the sales, printing and shipping. You just have to collect your money! You will save a lot of time and
headache if you do this immediately when you start a travel blog. In a technical sense, this is true, but a travel
blog in has to be much more than that if it is going to be successful. Social media is how most people interact
with travel bloggers today. Odds are, if you are an adult in , you probably have personal social media
accounts. Those might be sufficient for your blog if you already have a sizable following, but you also might
want to consider creating new accounts which are specific to the new travel blog you are starting. There are
many social media platforms out there, but they are not created equal. The truth is, there are only a few of
them which really matter anymore. Below are my thoughts on each platform and how I think you should
approach them. It has become a search engine for images. That being said, it is a really important search
engine for images.
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Chapter 6 : GIEM â€“ everything from everywhere
Everything from Everywhere! o hold on to users shifting to Instagram and expand its customer base, Snap Inc. tapped
on the PC market with the release of Snap Camera.
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Chapter 8 : Everything, Everything (film) - Wikipedia
EE (formerly Everything Everywhere) is a British mobile network operator, internet service provider and a division of BT
calendrierdelascience.com was established in as a joint venture between Deutsche Telekom and France TÃ©lÃ©com
(now Orange S.A.) through the merger of their respective T-Mobile and Orange businesses in the UK.
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